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1. Introduction

Ultrasound examination of the fetal palate is known to be problematic. The difficulties identified include shadowing by facial bones, its curved anatomy, and its location deep inside the fetal head especially for the posterior part of palate. The soft tissues in the area, e.g. the fetal tongue, also make it more difficult to delineate the palate. Antenatal detection rate of fetal cleft palate has remained low especially when it is an isolated defect without concomitant cleft lip. The reported detection rate is virtually 0% in these cases (Grandjean et al., 1999; Clementi et al., 2000; Shaikh et al., 2001; Wayne et al., 2002; Hanikeri et al., 2006; Offerdal et al., 2008; Demircioglu et al., 2008). Various methods for examination of the fetal palate have been proposed, including the use of 2-dimensional (2D) and 3-dimensional (3D) ultrasound technology. In this chapter, ultrasound imaging of the fetal palate will be revisited. How these problems may be resolved with ultrasound technology will be discussed.

2. The development of the fetal palate

The fetal palate forms between week 5 to 12 (Moore & Persaud, 2003). Early in the 6th week, the medial nasal prominences merge to form the median palatine process, or the primary palate, the premaxillary part of the maxilla. The secondary palate develops early in the 6th week from the lateral palatine processes or the palatal shelves. They are 2 mesenchymal projections that extend from the internal aspects of the maxillary prominences. They elongate and ascent to a horizontal position superior to the tongue at the 7th to 8th week, fuse with the nasal septum and the posterior part of the primary palate. The primary and secondary palates become ossified. The posterior part of the lateral palatal processes extends beyond the nasal septum forming the soft palate and uvula, and does not become ossified. (Fig. 1)

The fetal palate curves from the premaxilla to the tip of the uvula making almost a 90 degrees turn (Fig. 2). It is like a part of a sphere, with every point on it making a different tangent to any reference plane one may set on this sphere. Facial clefts could be unilateral, bilateral or midline; anterior, involving the lip with or without the primary palate, or posterior, involving the secondary palate, with or without...
involvement of the lip and primary palate, or sometimes involving the uvula only. Overall about a quarter of the facial clefts involve the lip, one half both the lip and palate, and a

Fig. 1. Development of the fetal palate from the seventh (a), eighth (b) to the tenth (c) week. The images on the left: the palate as seen from below; on the right, coronal plane through the nasal septum and the developing palate; mpp, median palatine process; lpp, lateral palatine process; ns, nasal septum; t, tongue.
Fig. 2. Sagittal section of a 24 weeks fetus. The soft palate is between the arrows. The vomer bone is outlined. From “Prenatal ultrasound examination of the secondary palate” by Prof. Stuart Campbell, picture courtesy of Dr. Gonzalo Moscoso with thanks, in Ultrasound Obstet Gynecol 2007; 29(2): 124-127. Copyright International Society of Ultrasound in Obstetrics and Gynecology, 2007. Reproduced with permission. Permission is granted by John Wiley & Son Ltd. on behalf of the ISUOG.

quarter the palate only (Offerdal 2008). Therefore assessment of the fetal lip or palate is not complete without the examination of both and the examination of the palate extends from the premaxilla to the tip of the uvula.

3. The use of ultrasound in imaging the fetal palate

3.1 Two-dimensional ultrasound

Before the advent of 3D ultrasound, facial clefts were diagnosed by the 2D oblique face view (Pilu et al., 1986)(Fig. 3). The presence of cleft lip detected in this view leads to further assessment of the fetal palate.

The conventional assessment of the fetal face and anterior part of the palate involves the evaluation of these structures in the axial and coronal planes, which could be obtained in 68-95% of fetuses in the mid-trimester (Pretorius 1995, Babcook 1996). The structures to be assessed in the orthogonal planes are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coronal plane</th>
<th>Axial plane</th>
<th>Sagittal view</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Soft tissue in the upper lip</td>
<td>Soft tissue of upper lip</td>
<td>Soft tissue of upper lip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>Alveolar ridge of the maxilla</td>
<td>Any presence of pre-maxillary protrusion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The structures to be evaluated on the conventional 2D planes in assessment of fetal lip and palate
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The sagittal view (or the facial profile) is not always helpful especially in the case of unilateral facial cleft because the view could be very much near normal. The primary palate and part of the secondary palate are bony. The soft palate including the uvula, is made up of soft tissue. The primary palate is superficial, lying just behind the fetal lip. In contrast, the secondary palate has a dome further inside the head, enclosed by the facial bones (Fig. 2). There are soft tissues present close to the secondary palate in the area e.g. the fetal tongue and the pharynx. The presence of fluid in the oral and pharyngeal cavity and the movement of the tongue may help to define the palate. However, it is known that the hard palate is more difficult to define consistently and the soft palate could not be recognised discretely on 2D ultrasound (Filly & Feldstein, 2000).

3.2 Three-dimensional ultrasound

Ulmet al (1998) used 3D ultrasound to evaluate fetal tooth germs and found it superior to 2D ultrasound with a detection rate of 88-94% versus 56-62%, and noted its usefulness for characterization of facial clefts (Uml et al., 1999).

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the axial plane of the palate in same fetus in 2D and 3D respectively. The application of 3D ultrasound allows the clear visualization of the alveolar ridge in details. The application of 3D ultrasound allows the clear visualization of the alveolar ridge. Johnson et al. (2000) pointed out the advantages of 3D ultrasound:

a. The fetal face may be viewed in a standard orientation.
b. Interactive display allows the manipulation and scrutinization without the concern for fetal movement
c. Allow artefacts to be detected
d. Allow serial views
e. Allow exact location of the planar images be identified in relation to the rendered image
f. The rendered image allows the family to see the fetal abnormality and the associated abnormality.

Up to this time, shadowing by the alveolar ridge and the facial bones is still an issue for viewing the secondary palate even on 3D ultrasound. Campbell & Lees (2003) introduced the use of three-dimensional reverse face (3D RF) view for the diagnosis of cleft palate (Fig. 6). The usefulness of this technique in the antenatal diagnosis of cleft palate was confirmed.
Fig. 4. 2D ultrasound image of the plate. The primary and secondary palate can be seen in this axial plane. The posterior nasal spine is indicated by the arrow. However, due to the anatomy of the palate, the under-surface of the soft palate cannot be seen because it is almost vertical to the insonation beam (Please refer to Fig. 2).

Fig. 5. Axial view on 3D ultrasound. The alveolar ridge is clearly shown in 3D compared with the 2D image in the same fetus in Fig. 4. The arrow points to the tip of the uvula, with the posterior nasal spine in the background.
in 8 cases of suspected craniofacial clefts except in a case of a cleft in the soft palate (Campbell et al., 2005). The face is turned through 180 degrees to be viewed in the reverse direction after a 3D volume is obtained on the fetal face. The shadowing by the alveolar ridge could be largely avoided with clearer demarcation of the edge of the facial cleft with this method.

Fig. 6. The reverse face view. The intact palate can be seen as a distinct horizontal line separating the nasal and the oral cavities.

To avoid acoustic shadowing from the alveolar ridge, Pilu & Segata (2006) suggested that the secondary palate to be insonated at a 45 degrees angle in the sagittal plane and 3D ultrasound to be used to construct axial and coronal planes (Fig. 7). With this method, they were able to obtain satisfactory views of the secondary palate in 10 of 15 cases between 19-28 weeks. They examined the tomographic ultrasound images (TUI) in the orthogonal planes. They confirmed that the axial plane (Fig. 8) allowed the assessment of alveolar ridge defect in cleft lip and palate. However, the tongue might still obscure the edges of the defect in facial cleft. Tomographic ultrasound images of the secondary palate in the coronal plane (Fig. 9) allowed the examination of the secondary palate in serial sections along its length and the edges of the defect appeared to be demarcated. This echoes the finding of Campbell et al. (2003). Although part of the soft palate could be visualized in the sagittal plane, it was not demonstrated in the axial and coronal planes. The limitation with this technique is unfavourable fetal position. (Pilu & Segata 2006)
Fig. 7. Insonation of the fetal palate at an angle to avoid acoustic shadowing by the alveolar ridge.

Fig. 8. TUI of the axial view
Fig. 9. TUI of the coronal view. The coronal views of the secondary palate could be assessed along the length of the palate in a serial fashion.
Platt et al. (2006) demonstrated the use of the “flipped face” view in antenatal diagnosis of facial clefts. Following acquisition of the 3D volume of the fetal face, the volume is rotated to view the palate from below in a thick slice (Fig. 10). They commented that with this method, the full length and width of the mouth and palate in the axial plane could be examined in 2 minutes.

Fig. 10. The “flipped face” view. The alveolar ridge is well seen in this fetus at 18 weeks. The tip of the uvula is visible.

Wong et al. (2007, 2008, 2009, and 2010) proposed a rotational method to view the secondary palate especially the soft palate, by rotating the orthogonal planes including the “flipped face” view and the reverse face view to the oblique planes (Fig. 11). With this method, one could view the surfaces of the soft palate at different angles from above or below or from the side with a stored 3D volume of the face. The uvula allows the soft palate to be identified (Fig. 5). The soft tissue around the palate does not appear to affect the view. Similar to the reverse face view, the shadowing by the facial bones and alveolar ridge could largely be avoided because the insonation plane is different from the examination plane. The authors reported the usefulness of this technique in assessing the extent of fetal cleft palate (Wong et al., 2010). However, the application of this method in assessing isolated clefts in the soft palate remains to be tested as this is a less common entity.
Fig. 11. The oblique axial plane. This is obtained by rotating the axial plane to an oblique plane. The under-surface of the soft palate including the uvula could be seen.

4. Conclusion

We have witnessed the advancement of ultrasound technology in the last few decades, and the increase use of 3D ultrasound in the examination of the fetus in the past 20 years. All the precious experience by previous researchers has contributed to our understanding of the issues in the application of ultrasound on examination of the fetal palate and the ways to overcome them. We look forward to see what appears to be a difficult task in the past may possibly be incorporated into routine ultrasound examination of the fetus.
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This book provides an overview of ultrafast ultrasound imaging, 3D high-quality ultrasonic imaging, correction of phase aberrations in medical ultrasound images, etc. Several interesting medical and clinical applications areas are also discussed in the book, like the use of three dimensional ultrasound imaging in evaluation of Asherman’s syndrome, the role of 3D ultrasound in assessment of endometrial receptivity and follicular vascularity to predict the quality oocyte, ultrasound imaging in vascular diseases and the fetal palate, clinical application of ultrasound molecular imaging, Doppler abdominal ultrasound in small animals and so on.
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